
PRICE GUIDE 
 
Multiplay Platforms: these vary in cost according to their height, width and overall length.  

 
An average sized Nursery Multiplay platform costs in the region of £14000. 
An average sized Reception Multiplay platform costs in the region of £22000. 
An average sized Junior Multiplay platform costs in the region of £33000. 
An average sized Teenager Multiplay platform costs in the region of £45000. 

 
In order to create a more adventurous atmosphere in our Multiplay Platforms, we generally include tall bamboos 
in large timber planters; also Palm trees.  
Please remember that we would need to add a softfall surface around all our Activity items.  

Play House (Tree House if mounted on a platform): 

Our playhouses (Tree Houses) are solidly constructed from a 2 inch by inch box frame with a thick feather edge 
cladding; all corners (sides and roof) are further clad with alternative direction feather edge trimmings, the whole 
being totally waterproof; each play house (tree house) is constructed with one inwards opening window; all 
windows are constructed from Perspex; front and side windows are square or Gothic style with fixed shutters; 
one door is normally sufficient; the whole is stained in golden brown with the roof, the shutters and all the 
trimmings in woodland green. 

Play House (Tree House) 

Flat roof (slightly pitched at the front and covered with green roofing felt and stained roofing battens): Additional 
cost for stone or wooden Floor if Play House is to be erected at ground level 

Width in feet Height in feet Cost Additional Costs* 

5x5 5.5 £3000 £500 

5x6 5.5 £3300 £500 

6x6 5.5 £3600 £600 

6x6 6 £3800 £600 

7x7 6 £5000 £700 

8x8 6 £6000 £800 

8x9 6 £7000 £900 

8x10 6 £8000 £1000 

10x10 6 £9000 £1200 

*Additional cost for stone or wooden Floor if Play House is to be erected at ground level 

Play House (Tree House) with Pyramid Roof and Cedar shingles. 

Width in feet Cost 

5x5 £4000 

5x6 £4300 

6x6 £4600 

7x7 £6000 

8x8 £7000 

9x9 £8500 

8x10 £9500 

10x10 £11000 

Play Platforms and Verandahs and Open Pavilions 



We normally construct these 3ft. or 4ft. or 5 ft. or 7ft. off ground level; they have balustrade handrails on all sides 
and one set of vertical stepladders with vertical handrails. Our platforms can form the structure for a tree house, 
an open sided raised play house or pavilion with roof or the structure for a series of exciting play items. 

Width in feet Cost Flat Felt Roof * Apex/Thatch/Pyramid Roof * 

3x3 £1000 £500 £700 

4x4 £1300 £500 £800 

5x5 £1800 £500 £1100 

6x5 £2000 £600 £1200 

6x6 £2100 £700 £1200 

5x7 £2200 £700 £1200 

6x7 £2300 £800 £1200 

5x8 £2350 £800 £1500 

6x8 32400 £900 £1500 

7x7 £2450 £900 £1500 

7x8 £2500 £900 £1600 

6x9 £2600 £1000 £1700 

8x8 £2700 £1100 £2000 

9x7 £2800 £1100 £2100 

10x6 £3000 £1100 £2200 

10x7 £3200 £1200 £2300 

10x8 £3400 £1300 £2350 

11x6 £3500 £1300 £2400 

11x8 £4000 £1400 £2500 

12x8 £4500 £1500 £2500 

* If a roof is required the additional cost is indicated depending on the roof style 

Overhead Rustic Walkways: 

We generally construct these at 1 ½ feet wide at a height of 3 feet or 4 feet or 5 feet or 7 feet off ground level 
although any height is possible; balustrade handrails run along both sides. The walkways can lead to a ramp, a 
jungle bridge a horizontal scramble net, a knotted rope, a slide etc. the walkway can be horizontal or sloping; a 
sloping walkway can also serve as an easy access ramp from ground level up to a verandah or tree house. 

Width in feet Length in Feet Cost 

1.5 5 £1125 

1.5 6 £1350 

1.5 7 £1575 

1.5 8 £1800 

1.5 9 £2025 

1.5 10 £2250 

1.5 11 £2475 

1.5 12 £2700 

1.5 13 £2925 

1.5 14 £3150 

1.5 15 £3375 

1.5 16 £3600 

1.5 17 £3825 



Two Tier Tree House: 

A second playhouse can be constructed in the empty space under the main tree house; this can be used as a 
shed for garden items, for bicycles or as a playhouse for younger children. 

Width in Feet Cost Additional Cost of Wooden/Stone Floor 

5x5 £2000 £700 

5x6 £2500 £800 

6x6 £3000 £900 

7x7 £4000 £1100 

Individual Play Beam Structure £350 

This consists of 2 vertical side posts, each being braced by 2 further ½ side posts; the whole being set in 
concrete in the ground. An overhead 6 inch by 2 inch beam joins the 2 vertical posts; we generally pitch the beam 
at 7 feet off the ground level with a span of between 7 feet and 9 feet. 

Picnic Box £500 

Our picnic box works on a pulley and cantilever system; as the box (loaded with goodies) is pulled upwards, so a 
weight (concealed in a wooden casing) drops downs at the opposite end of the rope. 

Rope Beam Structure £480 

Our overhead rope beam structure is generally a side extension to the Verandah (or at the end of a rustic 
walkway). 

Jungle Bridges: 

Our rope jungle bridges have wooden treads and require a solid platform (verandah) at both ends, normally at 
least 5 feet off ground; the longer the bridge, the higher the platforms. An average bridge would be 7 feet in 
length. 

Width in 
Feet 

Cost 

7 £1460 

8 £1660 

9 £1860 

10 £2060 

11 £2160 

12 £2260 

13 £2360 

14 £2500 

15 £2800 

Pirate Boat £3500 

Our pirate boat is best fitted from a solid overhead frame: this comprises of 6 vertical posts (one at each corner 
and one central post on both sides); a rigid overhead frame sits on the posts and the whole is bolted together and 
set in concrete. The minimum space requires is 15 feet by 6 feet; the boat has the movement of an old fairground 
gondola boat with a child sitting in either end of the boat, pulling against each other from a diagonally opposite 
knotted rope (attached to the overhead frame). The cost includes a fitted frame 



 
General Play and Activity Items (Fitted): 

For a 5 feet high Platform, our current prices are as follows: 

Climbing Net …………………………………………………………………….£890 
 
Coloured Blocks climbing wall ………………………………………….……..£890 
 
Zig Zag climbing bars ……………………………………………………….… £750 
 
Horizontal climbing bars …………………………………………………….... £700 
 
Overhead knotted climbing ropes ……………………………………………. £350 
 
Firefighters pole ………………………………………………………..………. £800 
 
Climbing ramp with rope and hand rails ………………………………….…...£800 
 
Tunnel …………………………………………………………………….…….. £ 750 
 
Steel slide………………………………………………………………………..£1600 
 
Horizontal cargo net with overhead guide ropes …………………….…….. £2300 
 
Double ropes Leap …………………………………………………………..... £2000 
 
Triple ropes Leap …………………………………………………..……….…. £2500 
 
Quadruple ropes Leap ………………………………………………………… £4000 
 
Wobbly bridge …………………………………………………………………. £ 1300 
 
Octagonal Pavilion with timber floor, low bench seats, balustrade hand rails and Cedar shingle roof ………… 
costs dependant on size (from 6 feet diameter up to 16 feet diameter) ……………….…… average price £8000 
 
Lean To Shelters ……………………………………………………………… £2000 
 
Pyramid climbing frame (4 sided) …………………………………….……… £4000 
 
Mud Kitchen ………………… costs dependant on roof style …………average …………£3000 
 
Sand Pit ……………. costs dependant on roof style ………….. average ……………….. £3000 
 
Zip Wires ………. costs dependant on lengths  
 
 
Trim Trail Items: 

 
Burma chain bridge ……………………………………………………………….£800 
 
Burma beam bridge ……………………………………………………………… £800 
 
Burma net bridge ……………………………………………………….………….£800 
 
Zig Zag balancing weaver crossing ……………..…………………….………. £1200 
 
Parallel chains walk crossing ……………………………..……………..………. £800 
 
Crossover chains walk crossing ……………………………..…………………...£800 
 
Arch web net crossing ………………………………………………….……. ….£1200 
 
Drop chains traverse crossing …………………………………………………... £960 
 
Wobbling timbers crossing …………………………………………………...….£1340 



 
Monkey handles crossing …………………………………………….…………...£820 
 
Knotted ropes climber …………………………………………………..………..£1120 
 
Vertical net climber ……………………………………………………………….  £890 
 
Up and over double zig zag climber …………………………………………..  £1130 
 
Up and over double horizontal bars climber …………………………………. £1130 
 
Up and over nets climber ……………………………………………..……….. £1440 
 
Up and over walls climber ………………………………………………………£1440 
 
Sit up bars………………………………………………………….…………..…..£400 
 
Pull up bar ………………………………………………………….……..……….£400 
 
Somersault bar …………………………………………………………………….£400 
 
Parallel gym acrobatic bars ………………………………………….……….…. £740 
 
Monkey bars…………………………………………………………………….. …£800 
 
Balance beam ……………………………………………..…………..………..…£420 
 
Low bench seat …………………………………………….……………………...£180 
 
Park bench seat ……………………………………….…………………………..£400 
 
Look out Tower ……………………………………………………..…………... £1500 
 
 
 
 

 


